However, at a number of points, Gibbs' teachings on statistical mechanics diverge from positions on the canonical ensemble found in more recent works, at points where seemingly there should be agreement. The objective of this paper is to note some of these points, so that Gibbs' actual positions are not misrepresented to future generations of students.
I. INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to clarify the textbook literature at points at which the textbook literature has diverged from Gibbs' Elementary Principles in Statistical Mechanics 1 at points where one might reasonably expect agreement rather than divergence. Some of these issues were previously noted in my textbook Elementary Lectures in Statistical Mechanics 2 . I have here gathered these issues and some others. I do not claim originality in this approach. In preparing this note, I shall be considerably less vigorous than was Gearhart 3 , who enumerated a long series of texts that take different perspectives on one of these points, namely the specific heat of a diatomic gas.
Readers may legitimately ask how these interpretations crept into the textbook literature.
In some cases, the answer appears to be that many students of decades and decades ago Readers interested in an extended development of alternative considerations on the foundations of statistical mechanics will find of particular interest Uffink's thorough review Compendium of the Foundations of Classical Statistical Mechanics 7 . Uffink is heavily focused on the Boltzmann H theorem and certain more recent issues, and only gives a short and partial treatment of the development in Gibbs' volume.
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II. SPECIFIC HEAT OF A DIATOMIC
The issue that sparked my interest in misreadings of Gibbs was the specific heat of an ideal diatomic gas 3 . There is a standard textbook assertion that a classical diatomic molecule has three translational degrees of freedom and two rotational degrees of freedom.
The rotations are around two axes that are perpendicular both to each other and to the line of centers between the molecules's two atoms. The molecular kinetic energy is quadratic in the translational velocity and in the two rotation velocities, so from the equipartition theorem the average thermal energy of an isolated classical diatomic molecular should be 5k B T /2. The corresponding specific heat is then 5k B /2.
Gibbs had a completely different perspective on classical diatomic molecules. He wrote (Gibbs 1 , p. viii)
"...we do not escape difficulties in as simple a matter as the number of degrees of freedom of a diatomic gas. It is well known that while theory would assign to the gas six degrees of freedom per molecule, in our experiments on specific heat we cannot account for more than five."
To Gibbs, a diatomic molecule was expected to have 6k B T /2 as its average kinetic energy, not the 5k B T /2 often assigned to it, and therefore correspondingly was expected to have 6k B /2, not 5k B /2, as its specific heat. Six degrees of freedom? Yes, an extended rigid body has three translational degrees of freedom and three rotational degrees of freedom, a total of six degrees of freedom. Some sources will propose that the moment of inertia I 3 , for rotation around the axis parallel to the one bond of a diatomic molecule, is quite small, but it is a standard textbook exercise (Phillies 2 , Lecture 10, Problem 1) to show that the contribution of that rotation to the molecular specific heat is k B /2, even in the limit I 3 → 0. It is sometimes worthwhile to point out to students that here we have a real physics calculation in which the I 3 → 0 limit of a calculated quantity is not equal to that quantity if I 3 = 0 is assumed from the start of the calculation.
Once one has noted that Gibbs' actual positions are not always in accord with later authors' treatments of the same topic, one notices a series of other points at which Gibbs' analysis is not what might have been expected from the current pedagogical literature. Here we consider the axiomatization of statistical mechanics, relationships between the canon-3 ical and microcanonical ensembles, the representative and canonical ensembles, identical particles, and the time dependence of the entropy.
III. AXIOMATIZATION
The most important topics for the description of a fundamental physical theory are the explicit axioms, implicit assumptions, and exemplary problems, models and results that describe the theory 8 . This section considers the fundamental axioms of statistical mechanics, as treated by Boltzmann 4 , Gibbs 1 , and the representations of Gibbs' work by the Ehrenfests 4 , Tolman 5, 6 , and more recent authors.
For Boltzmann, as described by the Ehrenfests 4 , the fundamental axiom for the kinetic theory of gases was the assumption of equal a priority probabilities, this being the assumption that all states of the system are equally likely to be found.
In contrast, Gibbs 1 (Gibbs, p. 33) asserted that the probability density for the most fundamental ensemble, this being the canonical ensemble, is
Here E is the energy of the given state of the ensemble. Θ, the modulus, is eventually shown by Gibbs to have all of the properties of the temperature in natural units k B T . The normalizing factor Ψ is eventually shown by Gibbs to have all the properties of the Helmholtz free energy A. According to Gibbs, the probability density P is an exponential in the energy E. In Gibbsian statistical mechanics, all states of an ensemble do not have the same energy.
Consequently, all states of the ensemble are not equally likely to be found. Individual states are less likely to be found if their energy is larger.
In their treatment of Gibbs' book, the Ehrenfests 4 refer to the problem of axiomatizing kinetic theory (Ehrenfest, p. 43) 
we shall take the probabilities of finding the system in these different groups of states as proportional to the extensions v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , etc., provided that our 6 actual knowledge of the system is equally well represented by the states in any of the groups considered. For example, if all we know about the system is that its energy lies in the range E to E + δE, and we consider different extensions in the phase space v 1 , v 2 , v 3 , etc. which themselves lie entirely in the range E to E + δE, we shall take these extensions as giving the relative probabilities that the system itself would be found on examination to be in the corresponding different conditions. ... Under the circumstances we then have no justification for proceeding in any manner other than assigning equal probabilities to a system to be in different equal regions of the phase space that correspond, to the same degree, with what knowledge we do have as to the actual state of the system..."
In applying eq. 2, Tolman 6 as quoted above gives as an example a discussion of systems whose energy all lie in a narrow range E to E + δE, δE being small, this being the microcanonical ensemble. However, he never restricts his principle of equal a priori probabilities to systems having very nearly the same energy. If one instead took δE > E, but the regions still lay in the interval E to E + δE, the conditions claimed by Tolman for the applicability of the principle of equal a priori probabilities would still be applicable, but the principle of equal a priori probabilities would be entirely incorrect. One reasonably infers that Tolman was so entirely focused on the microcanonical ensemble, in which δE is small, that he did not find it necessary to note that his remarks were restricted to that ensemble and did not refer to Gibbs' canonical ensemble. In his review, Uffink is considerably more precise:
While Gibbs had not much more to say in recommendation of these three ensembles than their simplicity as candidates for representation of equilibrium, modern views often provide an additional story. First,the microcanonical ensemble is particularly singled out for describing as ensemble of systems in thermal isolation with a fixed energy E.
The qualification "...with a fixed energy E" is correctly inserted, to distinguish from en- 
IV. CANONICAL AND MICROCANONICAL ENSEMBLES
A brief aside appears helpful. In addition to systems found in a microcanonical or canonical ensemble, there is the separate notion of an isolated system, a system that does not exchange energy with its surroundings. Systems in a microcanonical ensemble are isolated.
They evolve in accord with their internal Hamiltonians, so the energy of each system remains constant. As is sometimes not emphasized, each system in a Gibbsian canonical ensemble also evolves in accord with its own internal Hamiltonian (Gibbs, p. 4), so the energy of each system in Gibbs' canonical ensemble remains constant. The systems in a canonical ensemble, as described by Gibbs, are all isolated systems. When one refers to energy fluctuations within the canonical ensemble, what is meant is that different states of the system can have different time-invariant energies. There is an average energy E , but all systems in the ensemble may not have the same energy, so the fluctuation (E − E ) 2 , the variation in energy from system to system, may be non-zero.
There is a standard textbook demonstration that one can imagine generating a canonical ensemble as a small system in weak thermal contact with a much larger system, the combined energy of the two systems being a constant. This demonstration can lead to the impression that in a canonical ensemble each small system is in continual contact with its large system, so that the energy of the small system fluctuates in time. This impression is entirely contradictory to the canonical ensemble as created by Gibbs, namely each state of a Gibbsian canonical ensemble evolves in accord with its own internal Hamiltonian: the energy of each state of a Gibbsian canonical ensemble is a constant. Indeed, Gibbs discusses time-dependent external forces, as would appear if the small and large system were in continual contact, but only to say that time-dependent external forces would knock the system out of equilibrium, and therefore that the states of the canonical ensemble are not subject to time-dependent external forces.
Closely related to the question of axiomatization is the description of the relationship between the canonical and microcanonical ensembles. In Gibbs' work, a canonical ensemble fills some volume of phase space. Microcanonical ensembles were described by Gibbs as surfaces or thin sheets within the canonical ensemble phase space. Each sheet includes all states of the canonical ensemble having their energies between two narrowly spaced bounds.
How narrow a volume? Gibbs (Gibbs, p. 116) notes the possibility of representing the possible inclusion of systems within a sheet by a Gaussian statistical weight, the Gaussian being in the difference between the energy of the system and the single energy defining the sheet. The Gaussian is finally being taken to the limit of zero width and unit area. Readers will recognize this Gaussian and its limit as a description of the Dirac delta function. The canonical ensemble was therefore seen by Gibbs to be formed of an infinite number of microcanonical ensembles, each microcanonical ensemble being wrapped around its neighbors of lower and higher energy much like the layers of an onion. Because the states of Gibbs' canonical ensemble are isolated, each state of the canonical ensemble initially belongs to some microcanonical ensemble, and remains there as time goes on.
From the standpoint of a student, the passage from the canonical to the microcanonical ensemble and its statistical weight is straightforward. Each microcanonical ensemble consists of all states of the canonical ensemble in which the energy E has some fixed value E, so from eq. 1 all states of a microcanonical ensemble have the same statistical weight.
As noted above, many recent authors take the microcanonical ensemble as being fundamental, with each canonical ensemble being formed as a very small system within a much larger parental microcanonical ensemble. In this image, the principle of equal a priori probabilities for the microcanonical ensemble leads to unequal a priori probabilities for the states of the canonical ensemble. While Gibbs does note late in his book (Gibbs, ch. 10, 14) the possibility of generating a canonical ensemble from a small fragment of a microcanonical ensemble, it would be totally alien to remainder of his book to claim that this is how he viewed his canonical ensembles.
One might readily present a list of other textbooks which take the microcanonical ensemble to be fundamental, and present what is nominally a derivation of the canonical ensemble from the microcanonical ensemble. In defense of all these authors, in writing a textbook, one is often trying to present an old story in a way that students will perhaps understand more clearly than in the past, not studying whether or not the old and widely accepted story could be improved in its accuracy. Khinchin 14 , pp. 110-114, obtains a canonical ensemble as a small part of a microcanonical ensemble, and then claims that the Gibbs statistical weight "can only be based on the law for the isolated system", a result contrary to Gibbs. Plischke and Bergersen 15 pp. 28-32, obtain the canonical ensemble as a small part of a microcanonical ensemble; they show that the energy fluctuations are proportional to the specific heat, and claim that in the limit of a large system the energy fluctuations are therefore a vanishingly small part of the total energy, thus ignoring phase transitions and small systems. Tanaka In strictness, a finite number of systems cannot be distributed continuously in phase. But by increasing indefinitely the number of systems, we may approximate to a continuous law of distribution, such as is here described.
The distinction between the two ensembles will, alas, be less evident to students whose studies of mathematics stopped short of real analysis.
Let us consider a simple example that shows the distinction between Tolman's representative ensemble and Gibbs' canonical ensemble. The distinction corresponds to a practical question. Suppose we wish to generate, experimentally, a series of numbers selected equally and approximately randomly from the integers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. Such a series can be generated by rolling repeatedly a well-made six-sided die.
Now suppose we instead want to generate a random series of the same six integers, except that "6" is supposed to be found three times as often as the other five choices of integer.
There are two ways to advance. One way is to take an octahedral die, labelled "1" through "8" on its sides, and repaint the "7" and the "8" to read "6". Each of the eight sides of the octahedron is equally likely to be rolled, but there are three times as many "6" sides as there are any of the other sides, so "6" is found three times as often. The octahedron corresponds to the representative ensemble, in which some events are more probable than others because they are represented in the ensemble with more copies.
The second way to advance is to take a six-sided die to a good machine shop and carefully drill a small cylindrical hole, to the appropriate depth, starting at the "1" dot of the die. The boring is then refilled with a small plug made of lead or some other dense material. Finally, the outermost end of the boring is refilled and repainted so that, to an innocent observer, nothing has been done to the die. This process, which may be illegal in some jurisdictions, is known as "weighting" a die. However, if the correct weighting has been performed, the die will roll "6" three times as often as it rolls any of its other five sides. Each state of the system, each possible die roll, is present once and only once in the list of possible outcomes, but some die rolls are more likely than others. The weighted die provides an example of a canonical ensemble.
In Gibbs' canonical ensemble, the number density of phase space points is the same everywhere in phase space. Gibbs describes the phase space points as "...are distributed in phase in some continuous manner...". Integrals dpdq over equal volumes of phase space therefore contain the same measure ("number" is imprecise, because the quantity of phase space points is uncountably infinite) of points (Gibbs, p. 6). The relative importance of different phase space volumes in computing an ensemble average of a quantity is determined by the statistical weight P assigned to each phase space volume, which gives the relative importance to the ensemble average of the points in each volume of phase space.
Tolman used the representative ensemble, in which P functions as a Jacobian, namely P (p, q) represents the actual number of phase space points in each phase-space volume dpdq, so that the total number of systems in the ensemble is said by Tolman 
VI. IDENTICAL PARTICLES
Suppose one has a system of particles which are absolutely identical with each other.
Under modern conditions one might think of an isotopically pure single chemical substance,
an element or molecule. Associated with such a system is the Gibbs "paradox". There are actually two "paradoxes" related to the same problem, one in classical thermodynamics and the other in classical statistical mechanics. Gibbs appeared to view the thermodynamic problem as a point where something strange happened, not a true paradox. In a true paradox, classical thermodynamics would have made two contradictory statements about the same system. Gibbs clearly viewed the statistico-mechanical issue as a path to resolving an ambiguity in his theoretical model, and not a paradox at all.
The thermodynamic issue is fairly straightforward 18, 19 . Suppose we have a container split in two by a removable partition. On each side of the partition is a volume of gas at some pressure P and temperature T . If the partition is removed, the two volumes of gas interdiffuse and mix. If the two volumes held different gasses, say krypton and xenon, as a result of the interdiffusion there would be a non-zero change in the entropy of the system, an entropy of mixing.On the other hand, suppose the two volumes each held the same gas, at the same temperature and pressure. in that case, if the partition were removed, molecules from each of the two volumes would sometimes pass into the other volume, but there would be no change in the entropy of the system. Gibbs then asked an interesting question. What happens if the molecules on the two sides of the container start out being different, but are gradually made more and more like each other? The process of making the molecules more and more similar to each other can be imagined to be a continuous process, but the transition from there being an entropy of mixing to there being no entropy of mixing is sharp. How can a continuous change in the properties of the molecules lead to a sudden change in the thermodynamic properties of the system? Within thermodynamics, there did not seem to be an answer. (However, mathematical processes with this property are well known. Note the remark above on specific heats in which taking the I 3 → 0 limit and setting I 3 = 0 from the beginning lead to different answers.)
There is a corresponding statistico-mechanical question. An ensemble is a complete, non-repeating list of all the states of the system, together with the statistical weight to be associated with each state. An ensemble average involves a simple sum over all the states of the ensemble, each state being included once and only once in the sum, with each state being assigned its correct statistical weight. Suppose, however, that two of the particles in the system are identical. What does it mean that the list is non-repeating? What does it mean that each state is to be counted once and only once?
Gibbs postponed his discussion of systems containing identical particles until the final chapter of his book (Gibbs, ch. 15) . He considered a system of N particles having position coordinates R N = (R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R N ) and corresponding momentum coordinates
A state of the system is specified by listing the positions and momenta of all the particles, e.g., a volume in phase space Gibbs called an extension-in-phase. Suppose each particle in the system is different from all the rest, so that particle 1 is a hydrogen atom, particle 2 is a helium atom, and so forth. If we exchange the positions and momenta of two particles, e.g., The paradox is termed the "Gibbs Paradox", leading to the impression that Gibbs himself believed that exchanging pairs of identical particles leads to new states of the system. The above quote makes clear that Gibbs believed for identical particles that the two sets of The classical implementation of Gibbs' position is a slight modification of the phase space integrals. For identical particles all in the same volume V , those integrals can be written
dR N dp 1 dp 2 . . . dp N .
Here V dR i denotes the integral of R i over the volume V , while dp i represents the integral of the momentum p i of particle i over all of its allowed values. As written (except for sets of measure zero), the N position integrals generate each combination of positions R a , R b , . . . , R n a total of N! times. Gibbs compensated for this overcounting, relative to his opinion on identical particles, by specifying that for N particles the phase space integrals needed to be divided by a factor of N!, because the phase space integrals generate each state of the system N! times. If the N particles included several different species of identical particles, each present ν i times, a product of factorials ν 1 !ν 2 ! . . . replaces the N! as a divisor.
With this division in place, the entropy of a system of identical particles or a mixture of them is properly behaved, namely the entropy is an extensive property of the system, As
Gibbs finds in his book, the so-called Gibbs paradox then does not arise.
As an aside, it is sometimes proposed that quantum mechanics explains and eliminates the Gibbs Paradox. In quantum mechanics of identical particles, the wavefunction is symmetrized, so that the N! copies of the classical state, as generated by the classical partition function, are reduced to a single symmetrized state that is a sum of N! terms. There is then only one state in the sum. However, this proposal only hides the identical-particle difficulty, namely one can now ask whether in the ensemble average the symmetrized state should be counted once, or N! times, once for each of its terms.
VII. TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE ENTROPY
Here we reach a fundamental difference between the Boltzmann and Gibbs models in their descriptions of the time dependence of a quantity that could be said to be the entropy.
Boltzmann, as described by the Ehrenfests, focused his conclusions on the H-theorem. In this theorem, a quantity H is defined. H is shown to have the properties one would expect for the negative of the entropy. Boltzmann considered the time evolution of H for an ideal gas. If H was initially calculated for a "non-equilibrium" distribution of gas molecules, as time went on H would tend to decrease (i.e., S would tend to increase) until equilibrium was reached, following which H would be approximately stationary.
In Gibbs' treatment, an average over a canonical ensemble is an average over all possible states of the system. Gibbs does define a quantity η, which is much like Boltzmann's H, and which turns out to be the negative of the entropy S. Gibbs' η is a constant of the motion, no matter whether it is calculated for the entire ensemble or for a fixed set of points as they move through phase space.
In Gibbs' treatment there are no non-equilibrium states. All states of the canonical ensemble are equilibrium states. The Ehrenfests protest, writing (Ehrenfest, p. 75) On the other hand, it is also clear that Gibb's measure of entropy is unable to replace Boltzmann's measure of entropy in the treatment of irreversible phenomena in isolated systems, since it indiscriminately includes the initial nonequilibrium states with the final equilibrium.
The Ehrenfest rationale is based on the claim that within an ensemble there are lessuniform states ("non-equilibrium states") that with time relax into more-uniform ("equilibrium") states and remain there. The Gibbs perspective is that all states of the system are equilibrium states and are found in the equilibrium ensemble, though not all with the same probability. According to Gibbs, because the states of the canonical ensemble are isolated, the entropy of a canonical ensemble is time-independent. It is a constant of the motion.
To amplify on Gibbs: It is true that on the average a highly non-uniform state of the system will usually tend to evolve into a superficially more uniform state of the system.
However if one samples the ensemble at random, and watches the time evolution of the sampled states, the rate at which non-uniform states are observed to evolve into more uniform states must precisely match the rate at which uniform states are observed to evolve into non-uniform states. Readers will recognize this statement as the principle of detailed balance. We are at equilibrium. The only way we can find a non-uniform state at some time in an equilibrium system is if the non-uniform state had evolved from a uniform state at some earlier time, an admittedly rare event.
The Ehrenfests' assertion also overlooks Gibb's treatment of irreversible processes in his chapter 13 (Gibbs, pp. 157-163). Gibbs treats reversible and irreversible processes, not as things that happen within an ensemble, but as arising from interactions between two distinct canonical ensembles. On treating processes as descriptions of interactions between pairs of ensembles, Gibbs shows that processes that appear to be reversible or irreversible indeed duplicate their expected thermodynamic behaviors.
VIII. DISCUSSION
This brief note has considered a series of points at which the teachings of J. W. Gibbs on canonical ensembles do not always match what some more modern treatises represent to be
